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Contract Law in Singapore
2022

this casebook presents a deep comparative analysis of property law systems in
europe ie the law of immovables movables and claims offering signposts and
stepping stones for the reader wishing to explore this fascinating area the subject
matter is explained with careful attention given to its history foundations thought
patterns underlying principles and basic concepts the casebook focuses on
uncovering differences and similarities between europe s major legal systems
french german dutch and english law are examined while austrian and belgian law
are also touched upon the book combines excerpts from primary source materials
case law and legislation and from doctrine and soft law in doing so it presents a
faithful picture of the systems concerned separate chapters deal with the various
types of property rights their creation transfer and destruction with security rights
such as mortgages pledges retention of title as well as with harmonising and
unifying efforts at the eu and global level through the functional approach taken by
the ius commune casebooks this volume clearly demonstrates that traditional
comparative insights no longer hold the law of property used to be regarded as a
product of historical developments and political ideology which were considered to
be almost set in stone and assumed to render any substantial form of
harmonisation or approximation very unlikely even experienced comparative
lawyers considered the divide between common law and civil law to be so deep
that no common ground so it was thought could be found however economic
integration in particular integration of financial markets and freedom of
establishment has led to the integration of particular areas of property law such as
mortgage law and enforceable security instruments eg retention of title this
pressure towards integration has led comparative lawyers to refocus their interest
from contract tort and unjustified enrichment to property law and delve beneath
its surface this book reveals that today property law systems are closer to one
another than previously assumed that common ground can be found and that
differences can be analysed in a new light to enable comparison and further the
development of property law in europe

Criminal Law
1995

now there is an appealing new constitutional law casebook designed to be a
teacher s book by stimulating thought inviting classroom discussion and helping
professors teach more effectively constitutional law cases materials and problems
supplies a comprehensive problem based examination of this vital area of study the
authors make their book effective and flexible by including the principal
constitutional law cases edited as lightly as possible to allow the supreme court to
speak for itself using short notes combined with problems to expand on the text
achieving a teachable length of less than 1300 pages building on the proven



approach taken by coauthor russell weaver in his successful casebooks for other
courses providing insights into the problems and cases in the accompanying
teacher s manual skillful use of the thought provoking problem approach helps
students delve deeper into constitutional doctrine serves as an accessible and
interesting way to learn constitutional issues enlivens class discussion and debate
when you review the many casebooks available for constitutional law be sure to
give careful consideration to this brand new offering from an expert team of
authors who understand the needs and preferences of instructors

Cases, Materials and Text on Property Law
2012-07-23

cases and materials on company law guides students through the complexities of
company law with a broad selection of source materials that are placed in context
through clear commentary it covers all the principal areas of company law
including the issue of securites and insolvency the book concentrates on how the
law facilitates and regulates the operation of companies both large and small
reflecting the realities of current practice to help students understand the
signficance of the material presented each section is preceded by a concise
introduction similarly each case is preceded by a statement of its legal significance
and a summary of the main facts the book has been fully revised to incorporate the
groundbreaking changes to domestic company law as a result of the companies act
2006 the new edition has been made easier to navigate as a result of a new two
colour text design that clearly differentiates extracted material from the authors
commentary

Constitutional Law
2006

constitutional law cases materials and problems 2015 supplement

Cases and Materials on Company Law
2008-01-17

case suppllement to the fourth edition of constitutional law cases materials and
problems

Constitutional Law
2015-09-24

provides a set of commentaries on a contractual history of an oil or gas field from
the initial formation of a consortium to bid on concessions to the abandonment of



the facilities the book is accompanied by a disk containing precedents to
accompany and illustrate the principles described

Constitutional Law
2019-09-08

constitutional law cases materials and problems supplement

Cases, Materials and Commentary on
Administrative Law
2005

updated with an emphasis on current issues this classic casebook emphasizes
developments in international law with expertly edited cases and problems for
class discussion cases and materials on international law offers a treatment of the
subject for introductory and advanced classes and detailed readings and reference
materials for those who wish to pursue topics in depth the fourth edition enriches
every chapter with new information on institutions contributing to the sources and
enforcement of international law including the world trade organization the
international criminal tribunals for yugoslavia and rwanda the prospective
international criminal court and organizations in the fields of law of the sea and
arms control international criminal law now has a chapter of its own and the
casebook gives expanded treatment to human rights environmental law and
economic law

Constitutional Law
2014-08-08

for more than two decades health law cases materials and problems has defined
the field of health law providing a balanced overview of law as it affects patients
professionals institutions and entities that deliver and finance u s health care the
7th edition of health law comprehensively reviews the provisions of the affordable
care act with topics such as the oversight of quality including the latest
developments in patient safety cost control including consumer directed health
care guarantees of adequate access to services exempt organization tax issues
transactions and relationships among health care professionals and providers the
employee retirement income security act erisa and malpractice litigation the
supreme court decision in national federation of independent business v sebelius is
carefully edited to present all the issues in the case publisher description



Property Law
1905-06-01

hick s name appears first on the earlier edition

International Law
2001

constitutional law cases materials and problems 2020 supplement

Property Law
1998

this text draws together in one volume an exhaustive selection of cases materials
and background information on public international law supplemented by expert
commentary and analysis this sixth edition has been completely revised to
incorporate major developments in the subject including the expansion of human
rights issues

Hong Kong Company Law
1997

media law is engaging and accessible introduction to the dynamic area of media
law it examines the basic principles of the substantive areas of law affecting the
practice of contemporary media organisations including defamation invasion of
privacy and freedom of information

Health Law
2013

please note this title is currently available only in looseleaf format the materials in
this book are highly accessible to students presented in a straightforward but
intellectually rigorous manner there are a large number of contemporary cases
although the classics have been retained the questions following the cases which
number more than in most property books provide a guide for instructors on
teaching each case while still allowing sophisticated discussions of doctrine and
policy an extremely thorough and detailed teacher s manual is also available this
book also is available in a three hole punched alternative loose leaf version printed
on 8 5 x 11 inch paper with wider margins and with the same pagination as the
hardbound book



Hicks & Goo's Cases and Materials on Company
Law
2011

key cases has been specifically written for students studying law it is the essential
revision tool to be used on its own or with the partner key facts title in order to
ensure a thorough knowledge of core cases for any given law topic understanding
essential and leading cases fully is a vital part of the study of law the clear format
style and explanations of key cases will ensure you have this understanding the
series is written and edited by an expert team of authors whose experience means
they know exactly what is required in a revision aid they include lecturers and
barristers who have brought their expertise and knowledge to the series to make it
user friendly and accessible key features include all essential and leading cases
explained user friendly layout and style cases broken down into key components by
use of clear symbol system pocket sized and easily portable highly regarded
authors and editors

Constitutional Law
2020-09-09

buy anew versionof this connected casebook and receiveaccessto theonline e book
practice questionsfrom your favorite study aids and anoutline toolon
casebookconnect the all in one learning solution for law school students
casebookconnect offers you what you need most to be successful in your law
school classes portability meaningful feedback and greater efficiency this looseleaf
version of the connected casebook does not come with a binder constitutional law
cases materials and problems fourth editionuses a thought provoking problem
approach that encourages students to delve deeper into constitutional doctrine and
gives them an accessible and interesting way to learn constitutional issues
problems at the beginning of each chapter are referenced throughout the text for
continuity principal constitutional law cases are edited as lightly as possible to
allow the supreme court to speak for itself and shorter notes accompany the
problems key features updated to address recent u s supreme court decisions
including susan b anthony list v driehaus 2014 nlrb v canning 2014 texas v united
states 2016 zivotofskyv kerry 2015 shelby county ala v holder 2013 puerto rico v
sanchez valle 2016 mcburneyv young 2013 koontzv st johns river water
management district 2013 hollingsworth v perry 2013 united states v windsor
2013 obergefellv hodges 2015 whole woman s health v hellerstedt 2016 fisher v
university of texas at austin 2016 agency for international development v alliance
for opensociety international inc 2013 reed v town of gilbert 2015 john walker iii v
texas division sons of confederateveterans inc 2015 burwellv hobby lobby stores
inc 2014 zubikv burwell 2016 revised notes and question address all scholarly
perspectives on the constitutional issues presented and provide starting points for
classroom discussion about the social political and doctrinal ramifications of the



supreme court s decisions onlineroadmap and points to remember
sectionsdistillthe significance for the various decisions provide students with key
takeaways on constitutional doctrine and offer guidance on how seemingly discrete
issues of constitutional law fit together casebookconnectfeatures online e book law
school comes with a lot of reading so access your enhanced e book anytime
anywhere to keep up with your coursework highlight take notes in the margins and
search the full text to quickly find coverage of legal topics practice questions quiz
yourself before class and prep for your exam in the study center practice questions
fromexamples explanations emanuel law outlines emanuel law in a flashflashcards
and other best selling study aid series help you study for exams while tracking
your strengths and weaknesses to help optimize your study time outline tool most
professors will tell you that starting your outline early is key to being successful in
your law school classes the outline tool automatically populates your notes and
highlights from the e book into an editable format to accelerate your outline
creation and increase study time later in the semester

Cases and Materials on International Law
2004

constitutional law cases materials and problems fourth edition 2017 supplement

Media Law
2015

constitutional law cases materials and problems fifth edition by russell l weaver
steven friedland and richard rosen is designed as a teacher s book by stimulating
thought inviting discussion and helping profess

Constitutional and Administrative Law in
Singapore
2021

a 2011 case supplement will be available for constitutional law cases materials and
problems second edition

Property Law
2010

constitutional law cases materials and problems 2018 supplement



Key Cases
2006

this second edition of cases and materials on the law of the sea compiles cases
treaties u n documents commentaries and other teaching materials that
systematically present law of the sea topics

Health Law
2001

to ensure that you have the most up to date and complete materials for your
constitutional law class be sure to use constitutional law 2008 case supplement

Property Law, Cases, Materials and Problems
1992-04

a rigorous analytical modern and practical approach to the issues and challenges
of labor law and labor policy

Constitutional Law
2017-04-18

this text draws together in one volume a selection of cases materials and
background information on public international law supplemented by expert
commentary and analysis

Constitutional Law
2017-08-16

covers the core areas of this dynamic area of law incorporates succinct and
relevant extracts from key cases and legislation together with critical reflection
questions and case studies rolph university of sydney bannister university of
adelaide australia

Tort Law
1991

buy a new version of this textbook and receive access to the connected ebook on
casebookconnect including lifetime access to the online ebook with highlight
annotation and search capabilities plus an outline tool and other helpful resources



connected ebooks provide what you need most to be successful in your law school
classes learn more about connected ebooks in her casebook conflict of laws now in
its second edition internationally respected teacher and scholar laura little offers a
progressive innovative approach to teaching complex material she brings to the
subject her drafting and advocacy expertise as the associate reporter for the
restatement third conflict of laws authorized by the american law institute in 2014
in a subject where there is plenty of room for debate and analysis this casebook
offers a contemporary alternative to the subject by connecting coverage of key
concepts to law practice using modern cases and problem pedagogy with its
modular design clear writing comprehensive teacher s manual and online support
the text is highly teachable and has proven a road tested favorite with both
students and professors key features entirely new domestic relations sections
throughout the book in light of the u s supreme court s obergefell decision
including analysis of supreme court follow up cases detailed references to the
proposed restatement third drawing from the author s work as an associate
reporter drafting and developing the new restatement of the law streamlined
personal jurisdiction section presenting the recent u s supreme court cases in
bristol myers squibb and daimler updated international law material including
discussion of the new british defamation act and its impact on libel tourism and the
european union s elimination of exequatur for judgment recognition

Constitutional Law
2021-01-31

constitutional law cases materials and problems sixth edition by russell l weaver
and steven friedland is a casebook designed as a teacher s book by stimulating
thought inviting discussion and helping professors more effectively teach its
thought provoking problem approach encourages students to delve deeper into
constitutional doctrine and gives them an accessible and interesting way to learn
constitutional issues problems at the beginning of each chapter are referenced
throughout the text for continuity principal constitutional law cases are edited as
lightly as possible to allow the supreme court to speak for itself with shorter notes
that accompany the problems this new edition is much shorter than previous
editions so that it can be comfortably taught in a four credit one semester course
this casebook makes constitutional law accessible and teachable it will help
students understand constitutional theory lead students to greater insights
generate classroom interactivity and provide a platform for inspired learning the
casebook includes problems with many different models and formats many
problems are factual in nature and are designed to encourage students to ponder
how constitutional doctrine might apply in particular contexts in some instances
these fact based problems are premised upon actual cases including u s supreme
court cases other problems are theoretical in nature and are simply designed to
help students better understand constitutional doctrine new to the sixth edition the
sixth edition includes many new cases among them are dobbs v jackson women s
health organization the abortion decision students for fair admissions v harvard
and students for fair admission v university of north carolina the affirmative action



decision west virginia v epa the major questions doctrine biden v nebraska the
student loan case professors and students will benefit from lightly edited cases
allow students to see the fullest possible analysis of the law diverse perspectives
are presented on constitutional interpretation federalism and public policy an
emphasis on federalism and other oft marginalized topics compared to other
constitutional law casebooks this text spends considerable time on federalism
balance of powers and other topics that are sometimes only given passing
reference a complete examination of second amendment rights and executive
power

Constitutional Law, Case Supplement
2011-08-24

this book was created as a teacher s book a book that contains thought provoking
problems designed to cause reflection and stimulate interesting classroom
discussion the problems woven throughout each chapter are designed to help
students learn doctrine illuminate trends in the law and ultimately produce better
learning a secondary goal was to include a focus on teaching skills some of the
problems place students in practical situations they are likely to encounter in
practice therefore encouraging students to think about how they might handle
these situations

Constitutional Law
2018-09-06

Public Law
2006

Cases and Materials on the Law of the Sea,
Second Edition
2014-05-08

Constitutional Law
2008-08-27



International Human Rights Law
1993-01-01

Labor Law
2015

Cases and Materials on International Law
2010

Media Law
2010

Conflict of Laws
2018-02-26

Constitutional Law
2024-03-25

1989 Supplement to Health Law
1989

Criminal Law
2009
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